Unit 10
Unit 10 Revision
1 Complete the sentences with who, which, where, whose and when. If you can also use that, write it in brackets.
who (that)

shared the same ward as me was very brave.

1

The patient

2

I think next Thursday is

3

Is that the hospital

4

The X-ray

5

I don’t remember the name of the surgeon

6

The TV presenter

your stitches will be taken out.
you had the eye surgery?
the radiographer looked at revealed no broken bones.
operated on my mother.

son had a heart transplant writes about it in a blog.

2 Write sentences using who, which, where, whose and when. If you can also use that, write it in brackets.
1

I saw a documentary about bionic limbs / they mimic natural muscle movement.

2

We decided to go to the race / it was held just outside town.

		I saw a documentary about bionic limbs which (that) mimic natural muscle movement.
		
3

The hospital is one of the best in the country / I stayed there last month.

		
4

Is that the young actor / he appeared in the latest James Bond film?

		
5

It’s around this time of day /most accidents happen then.

		
6

That’s the boy / his father is a well-known scientist.

		

3 Circle the correct option.
1

I wouldn’t have the courage which it’s needed / that’s needed to do such an extreme sport.

2

She is a doctor who her / whose articles have been read by a lot of people.

3

The surgery that / where I was examined is in the centre of town.

4

The colleagues who / which I am going sailing with have already left.

5

The river where we crossed there / which we crossed was very challenging.

6

Do you remember the time which / when we used to go rock climbing nearly every weekend?
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4 Complete the second conditional sentences with the correct form of the verbs.
1

If she

knew

2	If the doctor
have an X-ray.
anyone

3
4

If fewer people

5

I

6

If Mary

(know) the results of the blood test, she

would inform

(think) the injury was serious, he

(tell) you to

(take part) in that race if they
(smoke), we
(put) some cream on that rash if I

(inform) us.

(know) the risks?
(all / have) cleaner lungs.
(be) you.

(not have) to work late, she

(come) with us.

5 Rewrite the sentences using the past simple and would + infinitive.
1
		
2
		
3
		
4
		
5
		
6
		

I go to bed very late, so I’m exhausted.
If I

didn’t go to bed very late, I wouldn’t be exhausted.

I don’t have the money, so I won’t get the Botox treatment after all.
If I
I don’t speak fluent Spanish, so I won’t get the job in Madrid.
If I
My flat is tiny, so I won’t have the party there.
If my flat
I’m not an astronaut, so I don’t know what it’s like to walk in space.
If I
I walk barefoot in the garden, so I have to wash my feet at least twice a day.
If I
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